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IHL’s administrative expenditures for Student Financial Aid increased 138% from FY
1993 to FY 1995, primarily due to the following:

• IHL privatized a loan guarantee program and redirected the flow of special funds
revenue to the private company that assumed the workload.  Instead of eliminating
the special-fund positions associated with the privatized program, IHL retained the
staff members and used general funds to pay their salaries, doubling salary
expenditures without formally studying staffing needs.

• IHL spent $157,011 in contractual funds for a computerized loan management system
which IHL managers later decided not to use.

Regarding enforcement of residence requirements for the Mississippi Resident Tuition
Assistance Grant and Mississippi Eminent Scholars Program, IHL administrators have not
assured consistent compliance with four-year residence requirements established by the
Legislature.  Although PEER found no evidence of any widespread attempt by grant recipients to
circumvent the residence requirements, administrators have awarded grants without proof that
students were actually four-year residents of Mississippi.



PEER:  The Mississippi Legislature’s Oversight Agency

The Mississippi Legislature created the Joint Legislative Committee on
Performance Evaluation and Expenditure Review (PEER Committee) by
statute in 1973.  A standing joint committee, the PEER Committee is
composed of five members of the House of Representatives appointed by the
Speaker and five members of the Senate appointed by the Lieutenant
Governor. Appointments are made for four-year terms with one Senator
and one Representative appointed from each of the U. S. Congressional
Districts. Committee officers are elected by the membership with officers
alternating annually between the two houses.  All Committee actions by
statute require a majority vote of three Representatives and three Senators
voting in the affirmative.

Mississippi’s constitution gives the Legislature broad power to conduct
examinations and investigations.  PEER is authorized by law to review any
public entity, including contractors supported in whole or in part by public
funds, and to address any issues which may require legislative action.
PEER has statutory access to all state and local records and has subpoena
power to compel testimony or the production of documents.

PEER provides a variety of services to the Legislature, including
program evaluations, economy and efficiency reviews, financial audits,
limited scope evaluations, fiscal notes, special investigations, briefings to
individual legislators, testimony, and other governmental research and
assistance.  The Committee identifies inefficiency or ineffectiveness or a
failure to accomplish legislative objectives, and makes recommendations
for redefinition, redirection, redistribution and/or restructuring of
Mississippi government.  As directed by and subject to the prior approval of
the PEER Committee, the Committee’s professional staff executes audit and
evaluation projects obtaining information and developing options for
consideration by the Committee.  The PEER Committee releases reports to
the Legislature, Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and the agency examined.

The Committee assigns top priority to written requests from individual
legislators and legislative committees.  The Committee also considers
PEER staff proposals and written requests from state officials and others.
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Honorable Kirk Fordice, Governor
Honorable Ronnie Musgrove, Lieutenant Governor
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Members of the Mississippi State Legislature

At its meeting of May 14, 1996, the PEER Committee authorized release of the
report entitled A Review of Institutions of Higher Learning's Student Financial
Aid Administrative Expenditures and the Post-Secondary Board's Enforcement of
Residence Requirements for Grants.

This report does not recommend increased
funding or additional staff.
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vii

dent Loan Agency) early in FY 1995 and redi-
rected the flow of special funds revenue to the
private company that assumed the work load.
Instead of eliminating the positions associated
with the privatized program, IHL retained the
staff members, shifting them to other programs,
and used general funds to pay their salaries.
Subsequent creation of the MTAG and MESG
programs may have warranted adding some po-
sitions, but IHL more than doubled Student
Financial Aid Division salaries and benefits ex-
penditures during FY 1995 without formally
studying its staffing needs.

• IHL spent $157,011 in contractual funds for a
computerized loan management system which
IHL managers later decided not to use.

Have administrators of MTAG and MESG pro-

grams assured consistent compliance with

four-year residence requirements?

No.  Although PEER found no evidence of any
widespread attempt by grant recipients to circum-
vent the residence requirements, MTAG and MESG
program administrators have awarded grants with-
out proof that students were actually four-year resi-
dents of Mississippi. The grant application form
does not elicit specific four-year residence informa-
tion; the Post-secondary Board has not developed
specific residency verification procedures for insti-
tutions' use; and  individual colleges and universi-
ties do not consistently require proof of four-year
residence.

Recommendations

Concerning administrative expenditures of the
Student Financial Aid Division, PEER recom-
mended that IHL staff:

• study the work load and staffing of the Student
Financial Aid Division;

Introduction

The Board of Trustees of Institutions of Higher
Learning (IHL) administers programs which pro-
vide financial aid for post-secondary education.
From FY 1993 to FY 1995, administrative expendi-
tures for the state’s Student Financial Aid program
increased from $380,269 to $906,405, an increase
of 138 percent.  In response to a legislative request,
the PEER Committee reviewed the administrative
expenditures of IHL’s Student Financial Aid Divi-
sion and Post-secondary Education Financial As-
sistance Board.

Two of the recently authorized programs which
the Post-secondary Education Financial Assistance
Board and IHL staff implement are the Mississippi
Resident Tuition Assistance Grant (MTAG) and the
Mississippi Eminent Scholars Program (MESG).
MTAG and MESG provide funds to students who
have been state residents for the preceding four
years.  During the 1995 session, the Legislature ap-
propriated nearly $20 million in general funds for
the support and maintenance of MTAG and MESG,
and 14,248 students received financial aid through
these two programs for the fall 1995 semester.
PEER reviewed the enforcement of these programs’
residence requirements.

Overview

From FY 1993 to FY 1995, administrative ex-

penditures for student financial aid programs

increased 138%.  What types of expenditures

account for this increase?  What are the pri-

mary reasons for the increase?

IHL’s administrative expenditures for student
financial aid programs increased primarily in the
budget categories of salaries and benefits and con-
tractual services.  The primary reasons for the in-
crease are:

• IHL privatized administration of part of its stu-
dent financial aid program (the Guarantee Stu-
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• report all special funds and checking accounts
in budget requests; and,

• establish policies for purchasing computer hard-
ware and software.

PEER also recommended that the Legislature
limit the amount which may be spent on adminis-
tration of loan and scholarship programs to a per-
centage of the funds appropriated, and that the
Attorney General and State Auditor consider
whether IHL's former Commissioner should repay
funds spent by IHL for a computerized loan man-
agement system which it has never used.

Concerning the MTAG and MESG grant pro-
grams, PEER recommended that:

• IHL staff develop clear policies outlining types
of documentation to be reviewed and steps to
be taken when determining four-year residence,
distribute such policies to individual institu-
tions, and revise the application form; and,

• the Post-secondary Board develop procedures
for conducting annual compliance audits of
grant recipient files at institutions.

For More Information or Clarification, Contact:

PEER Committee

P. O. Box 1204

Jackson, MS  39215-1204

(601) 359-1226

http://www.peer.state.ms.us

Senator William Canon, Chairman

Columbus, MS  (601) 328-3018

Representative Billy Bowles, Vice-Chairman

Houston, MS  (601) 456-2573

Representative Alyce Clarke, Secretary

Jackson, MS  (601) 354-5453



A Review of Institutions of Higher Learning’s Student Financial
Aid Administrative Expenditures and the Post-Secondary

Board’s Enforcement of Residence Requirements for Grants

Introduction

The Board of Trustees of Institutions of Higher Learning (IHL)
administers programs which provide financial aid for post-secondary
education.  From FY 1993 to FY 1995, administrative expenditures for the
state’s Student Financial Aid program increased from $380,269 to $906,405,
an increase of 138 percent.  In response to a legislative request, the PEER
Committee reviewed the administrative expenditures of IHL’s Student
Financial Aid Division and Post-secondary Education Financial Assistance
Board.

Two of the recently authorized programs which the Post-secondary
Education Financial Assistance Board and IHL staff implement are the
Mississippi Resident Tuition Assistance Grant (MTAG) and the
Mississippi Eminent Scholars Program (MESG).  MTAG and MESG
provide funds to students who have been state residents for the preceding
four years.  During the 1995 session, the Legislature appropriated nearly
$20 million in general funds for the support and maintenance of MTAG
and MESG, and 14,248 students received financial aid through these two
programs for the fall 1995 semester.  PEER reviewed the enforcement of
these programs’ residence requirements.

Authority

The PEER Committee conducted its review pursuant to MISS. CODE

ANN. Section 5-3-57, et seq. (1972).

Scope and Purpose

In conducting this review, PEER sought to:

• review the administrative expenditures of the Student Financial
Aid division of the Institutions of Higher Learning; and,

• determine whether the Post-secondary Education Financial
Assistance Board and its Institutions of Higher Learning staff
have enforced the four-year residence requirements of the
Mississippi Tuition Assistance Grants and the Mississippi
Eminent Scholars Grants.



Method

In conducting this review, PEER:

• reviewed Mississippi statutes, Institutions of Higher Learning
(IHL) regulations, and Post-secondary Education Financial
Assistance Board (Post-secondary Board) regulations and minutes;

• administered questionnaires to financial aid officers at thirty-six
Mississippi public and private two-year and four-year colleges and
universities;

• reviewed student financial aid and admissions records at twenty
Mississippi colleges and universities;

• analyzed IHL records, reports, financial statements, payroll
records, and budget requests; and,

• interviewed IHL employees and contractors.

Overview

From FY 1993 to FY 1995, administrative expenditures for student financial
aid programs increased 138%.  What types of expenditures account for this
increase?  What are the primary reasons for the increase?

IHL’s administrative expenditures for student financial aid
programs increased primarily in the budget categories of salaries and
benefits and contractual services.  The primary reasons for the increase
are:

• IHL privatized administration of part of its student financial aid
program (the Guarantee Student Loan Agency) early in FY 1995
and redirected the flow of special funds revenue to the private
company that assumed the work load.  Instead of eliminating
the positions associated with the privatized program, IHL
retained the staff members, shifting them to other programs,
and used general funds to pay their salaries.  Subsequent
creation of the MTAG and MESG programs may have
warranted adding some positions, but IHL more than doubled
Student Financial Aid Division salaries and benefits
expenditures during FY 1995 without formally studying its
staffing needs.

• IHL spent $157,011 in contractual funds for a computerized loan
management system which IHL managers later decided not to
use.
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Have administrators of MTAG and MESG programs assured consistent
compliance with four-year residence requirements?

No.  Although PEER found no evidence of any widespread attempt by
grant recipients to circumvent the residence requirements, MTAG and
MESG program administrators have awarded grants without proof that
students were actually four-year residents of Mississippi. The grant
application form does not elicit specific four-year residence information, the
Post-secondary Board has not developed specific residence verification
procedures for institutions’ use; and individual colleges and universities do
not consistently require proof of four-year residence.

3



Student Financial Aid Administrative Expenditures

From FY 1993 to FY 1995, administrative expenditures for student financial
aid programs increased 138%.  What types of expenditures account for this
increase?  What are the primary reasons for the increase?

IHL’s administrative expenditures for student financial aid
programs from special and general funds increased from $380,269 in fiscal
year 1993 to $906,405 in fiscal year 1995, occurring chiefly in the budget
categories of salaries and benefits and contractual services.  The primary
reasons for the 138% increase are:

• IHL privatized administration of part of its student financial aid
program (the Guarantee Student Loan Agency) early in FY 1995
and redirected the flow of special funds revenue to the private
company that assumed the work load.  Instead of eliminating
the positions associated with the privatized program, IHL
retained the staff members, shifting them to other programs,
and used general funds to pay their salaries.  Subsequent
creation of the MTAG and MESG programs may have
warranted adding some positions, but IHL more than doubled
Student Financial Aid Division salaries and benefits
expenditures during FY 1995 without formally studying its
staffing needs.

• IHL spent $157,011 in contractual funds for a computerized loan
management system which IHL managers later decided not to
use.

Organizational Changes Have Affected the Administration
of Student Financial Aid Programs

IHL’s Student Financial Aid Division and its related agencies and
programs have been in transition for several years.  The Student Financial
Aid Division administers the MTAG and MESG programs and twenty other
financial aid programs.  The division at December 1995 consisted of thirteen
state employees, including the Assistant Commissioner for Student
Financial Aid.  (See the organizational chart for the Student Financial Aid
Division, Exhibit 1, page 5.)  The IHL Student Financial Aid Division
employees serve as staff for the Post-secondary Board.

Until September 1994, state employees at IHL also staffed the
Mississippi Guarantee Student Loan Agency.  From 1982 until September
30, 1994, the Guarantee Agency guaranteed loans made to Mississippi
students and parents by lending institutions.  After an initial appropriation
from the Legislature, the Guarantee Agency had become fully self-funded
from program-related sources (e.g., insurance premiums paid by student

4



Exhibit 1

 State Institutions of Higher Learning Student Financial Aid Division 
Organizational Chart as of December 1995

Assistant Commissioner, Financial Aid,
and Director, 

Post-secondary Education Financial Assistance Board

Suzanne Sharpe

School Relations 
Representative

Kelly Mason

School Relations
Representative
Brian Wright

Director, School
Relations

Rita Nordan

Director, State Student
Financial Aid Programs

Larry Blankenship

Administrative Assistant
Shavonte' Moses

Reception/Secretary
Denise Walley

Coordinator of
Program

Management
Dottie Strain

Coordinator of
Program

Management
Dottie Strain

Program
Specialist
Sally Enos
Williams

Coordinator of
Compliance and

Program Specialist
Joan Dambrino

Assistant
Coordinator of
Compliance,

Program Specialist
& SPRE

Susan Springer

Coordinator of Data
Management

Bill Smith

Program
Assistant/Secretary

Susan Eckels

SOURCE:  Institutions of Higher Learning organization charts and Student Financial Aid records.



loan recipients).  The state employees at IHL were paid with the Guarantee
Agency’s special fund revenues.  IHL reported Guarantee Agency positions
on budget requests, but did not include revenues and expenditures in
budget requests because the former IHL Commissioner’s policy was not to
disclose funds which he considered to be “self-generated.”

Because of Congressional legislation to phase out and replace
guaranteed lending in the states with federal direct loan programs, IHL
began to dismantle its guaranteed loan program.  The IHL Board privatized
the Guarantee Agency on September 30, 1994, transferring management
and operation of the guaranteed loan program to United Student Aid
Funds, Inc. (USA Funds), which had served as the Guarantee Agency’s
nonprofit third-party loan servicing contractor.  The revenue flow
supporting the management and operation of the program shifted to USA
Funds in the transaction.

Exhibit 2, page 7, depicts the relationships between and the
organization of the IHL board, the IHL Student Financial Aid Division, the
Guarantee Agency, and the Post-secondary Board on:

• September 30, 1994, just prior to the Guarantee Agency’s
privatization; and,

• December 31, 1995, after several reorganizations.

Subsequent to the Guaranty Agency’s privatization in September 1994,
IHL’s Student Financial Aid Division administrative expenditures
increased as shown in Exhibit 3, page 8.

Administrative Expenditures Have Increased Primarily Due to
Salaries and Benefits Expenditures

The major portion of the Student Financial Aid Division’s
administrative expenditures from Fiscal Year 1993 to Fiscal Year 1995
consisted of salary expenditures, as shown in Exhibit 3, page 8.  The special
and general fund salary and benefits expenditures of the Student Financial
Division increased from $131,818 in FY 1993 to $410,410 in FY 1995.
Appendix A, page 27, provides information on salaries and benefits
expenditures by source of funding for the Student Financial Aid Division
and also for the student financial aid-related Guarantee Agency and
Collection Services division.  Appendix B, page 28, provides a detailed
analysis of changes in staffing of the student financial aid-related entities
by source of funding.

6



Financial Aid Organization as of December 31, 1995

13 employees, including

former Guarantee Agency

employees (1)

SOURCE:  IHL documents and financial records, MISS. CODE ANN. Section 37-106-9, and interviews
with the Assistant Commissioners of Financial Aid and Research and Planning regarding the location of
SPRE in the organization chart.

NOTE (1):  As of December 1995, IHL reduced the number of employee equivalents paid from the Student 
Financial Aid budget from 13 to 12.5 (10 positions paid with general funds and 2.5 from the Post-secondary
Board Trust Fund).  IHL requested in the FY 1997 budget that all 13 employees be funded from state general
funds.

Financial Aid Organization at September 30, 1994

Mississippi Guarantee
Student Loan Agency

IHL Student Financial
Aid Division

7 state employees,

including the Assistant

Commissioner, funded

from loan fees

6 employees

funded by the

state

Post-secondary Education
Financial Assistance Board

3 members (Governor, IHL,
Community Colleges)

State Postsecondary Review
(SPRE--federal Title IV

monitoring entity)

Board of Trustees of IHL

Commissioner of Higher Education

Assistant Commissioner Financial Aid and Director of Mississippi Guarantee
Student Loan Agency (also executive director of Post-secondary Board)

Associate Commissioner, Finance and Planning

1.2 employee

equivalents

funded with

SPRE grant

Guarantee Agency
privatized on 9/30/94

Post-secondary Education
Financial Assistance Board

SPRE--abolished by Congress
effective July 1995 with

funding expired October 1995

Exhibit 2

Board of Trustees of IHL

Commissioner of Higher Education

Associate Commissioner, Finance and Planning (Vacant)

IHL Student Financial
Aid Division

Assistant Commissioner Financial Aid and Executive Director
of Post-secondary Education Financial Assistance Board



Exhibit 3

Trends in Administrative Expenditures from the IHL Student Financial Aid Division Budget

State Treasury Funds

$0

$100,000

$200,000

$300,000

$400,000

$500,000

$600,000

FY1996--
5 months

FY1992 FY1993 FY1994 FY1995

$206,023
$220,646

$255,867

$590,929

$202,957 for
five months

Capital Outlay Commodities

Contractual Services Travel

Salaries and Benefits

SOURCE:  PEER compilation of Institutions of Higher Learning (IHL) financial records.

NOTE:
State Treasury sources consisted primarily of general funds and also included $161,000 in Education Enhancement
Funds appropriated specifically for Student Financial Aid in Fiscal Year 1993.
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NOTES RELATED TO SPECIAL FUND EXPENDITURES:   
(1) This exhibit excludes the IHL Collection Services Division and Guaranty Agency special fund expenditures, which were not disclosed in the IHL
Student Financial Aid Division Budget as presented to the Legislature.
(2)  For continuity, the exhibit includes all special fund expenditures under the SPRE Grant, which was transferred from IHL's Research and
Planning budget to the Student Financial Aid budget during Fiscal Year 1995.  The Fiscal Year 1994 SPRE expenditures in the chart made by the
Research and Planning Division total  $49,407, including $30,914 in salaries expenditures.
(3) This analysis includes adjustments to IHL's classification of expenditure transactions.  PEER has adjusted the financial statements as
follows in order to present trends accurately by type of expenditure:  (a) reclassification from grants to contractual services of the annual $135,000
dues to Southern Regional Education Board for operating expenses in 1992 and 1993 (IHL has already classified the payments as contractual
services in 1994, 1995 and 1996)  (b) removal of $14,140 and $34,000 in stipends and grants from the contractual services category in FY1993 and
1994, respectively.

Capital Outlay Commodities

Contractual Services Travel

Salaries and Benefits

Special Funds
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$300,000
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$223,395

$315,476

$210,640 for
five months

Exhibit 3 (continued)

Trends in Administrative Expenditures from the IHL Student Financial Aid Division Budget



IHL Retained Employees Formerly Employed
at the Guarantee Agency

Instead of terminating the employees associated with the privatized
program or moving them to existing IHL positions, IHL management
created new positions for the seven employees of the privatized Guaranty
Agency on staff in September 1994.  IHL also transferred five employees of
the Collection Services Division (associated with the Guarantee Agency) to
other divisions within IHL.  After ongoing adjustments in staffing
subsequent to privatization, IHL had created seven new positions within the
Student Financial Aid division by December 1995.  IHL initially used special
funds to pay the salaries and fringe benefits for four of the new positions
after privatization.  However, by the end of fiscal year 1995, IHL had used
Student Financial Aid general funds to reimburse a special fund
retroactively for the majority of the salary expenditures for the four
positions.  IHL continues to use Student Financial Aid general funds for
these positions.   As a result of these changes, the general fund Student
Financial Aid salary expenditures increased from $131,818 in fiscal year
1993 to $363,514 in fiscal year 1995 (a $231,696 [176%] increase).  Exhibits 4
and 5, pages 11 and 12, show that as the Guarantee Agency and IHL
Collection Services salaries (paid with special funds) decreased and were
phased out with the privatization of the Guarantee Agency, salary
expenditures from the state Treasury (general funds and Education
Enhancement funds during FY 1993 only) increased.

The new positions IHL created to accommodate employees whose jobs
had been eliminated were management-level positions with salaries higher
than typical for Student Financial Aid division employees.  As a result,
average Student Financial Aid Division salaries (paid primarily with
general funds) increased from $28,838 in September 1994 to $37,811 in June
1995.  By December 1995, the average Student Financial Aid Division salary
had dropped slightly to $36,345.

IHL Increased General Fund Salary and Benefits Expenditures
Without Formally Studying Workload Changes

Despite substantial changes in IHL’s student financial aid programs
during fiscal years 1994 and 1995, IHL’s management did not conduct a
formal analysis to determine changes in the workload of the Student
Financial Aid Division or resulting staffing needs.  IHL management has
not analyzed the time spent by personnel on different programs in order to
determine an accurate administrative cost per loan/scholarship recipient of
various loan programs.  The IHL administration has used its flexibility in
spending general fund dollars to transfer employees between state general
and special funds programs.  (See following section for discussion).

IHL management has stated that the Guarantee Agency employees
worked on state financial-aid-related programs prior to privatization, and
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Increase in Reliance on the State Treasury as a Fund Source for IHL Student 
Financial Aid-Related Salaries and Benefits Expenditures

Exhibit 4

$0

$100,000

$200,000
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$400,000

$500,000

$600,000

$700,000

FY1993 FY1994 FY1995 FY1996
Budget

FY1997
Requested Budget

$363,514
$408,100

$157,728$131,818

$578,731

(1)

(2)

State Treasury Funds (4)Other Sources (3)

$134,889$569,124$576,420

$170,631

SOURCE:  PEER analysis of Institutions of Higher Learning financial reports and payroll data.

The Fiscal Year 1996 budget figures were included in the Fiscal Year 1997 Budget Request provided to the Legislative Budget Committee
in August 1995.  Budgeted sources for Fiscal Year 1996 include $408,100 in general funds, $162,351 from the Post-secondary Board Trust
Fund, and $8,280 from the State Post-secondary Review Entity federal grant (SPRE).
In the Fiscal Year 1997 Budget Request, IHL requested from the Legislature that $578,731 be funded from general fund appropriations in
Fiscal Year 1997.
Other sources included the Collection Services Division, the Guarantee Agency, SPRE, and the Post-secondary Board Trust Fund.  Refer to
Appendix A for a detailed analysis of expenditures by source.  Although included here, Collection Services and Guarantee Agency budgets
were not disclosed to the Legislature in budget requests.
State Treasury sources consisted primarily of general funds and also included $161,000 in Education Enhancement Funds appropriated
specifically for Student Financial Aid in fiscal year 1993.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

NOTES:



Exhibit 5

Trends in Student Financial Aid-Related Staffing
(Year-End Employees on Staff by Source of Funding)
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Other Sources (2)State Treasury Funds (1)

State Treasury sources consisted primarily of general funds and also included $161,000 in
Education Enhancement Funds appropriated specifically for Student Financial Aid in Fiscal
Year 1993. 
Other sources included the Collection Services Division, the Guaranty Agency, the State
Post-secondary Review Entity federal grant, and the Post-secondary Board Trust Fund.
Although included here, Collection Services employees were not disclosed to the Legislature in
budget requests.  See Appendix B for more detailed information on the different sources of
funding on a monthly basis.
In the Fiscal Year 1997 Budget Request, IHL requested from the Legislature that 13 employees
be funded from general fund appropriations in Fiscal Year 1997.  Fiscal Year 1997staffing may
be affected by IHL management’s calendar-year 1996 decision to move at least two Student
Financial Aid employees, including the Assistant Commissioner, to another section of IHL.

(1)

(2)

(3)

NOTES:



therefore the services of these employees continued to be necessary after
privatization of the Guarantee Agency function.  However, the individual
directing the Student Financial Aid division during PEER fieldwork could
not provide PEER with any documentation, analysis, or time estimates
showing that Guarantee Agency employees had worked on state programs.
Time records obtained from the business office show that Guarantee
Agency employees charged one hundred percent of their time to the
Guarantee Agency for payroll purposes.

IHL in August 1993 originally budgeted only $137,709 to be spent from
fiscal year 1995 general funds for Student Financial Aid salaries and
benefits, with the amount remaining in the budget to be spent on financial
aid programs.  However, IHL spent a total of $363,514 in fiscal year 1995
general funds on salaries and benefits.  Increasing the general funds that
IHL management directed toward financial aid program administration
decreased the amount available for awarding financial aid to eligible
students.  (See page 10 for a discussion of IHL’s increasing reliance on
general funds to provide salaries and benefits.)  IHL management did not
document the need for its 130% increase in administrative spending on
personnel from general funds from fiscal year 1994 to 1995 (164% over its
original budget), and therefore has not justified its use of these funds for a
purpose other than direct financial aid awards to students.

Also, as shown in its budget request for FY 1997, IHL asked the
Legislature to fund a total of $578,731 in salaries from the general fund
without benefit of sound analysis showing the need for the expenditures.

IHL Has Fewer Restrictions on Growth in Staffing and
Movement of Funds Than Most State Agencies

State agencies subject to typical state staffing position and financial
controls are not authorized to create new positions and use state general
funds to pay salaries and fringe benefits associated with those positions
without legislative authorization and State Personnel Board approval.
However, IHL is exempt from these restrictions and is also exempt from
DFA regulations regarding movement of funds between major objects of
expenditure.  Thus, IHL can create positions at will and move necessary
funding into personal services major objects to fund these positions.

Most state agencies in Mississippi are subject to controls on employee
positions and other expenditure restrictions intended to ensure
accountability for public funds.  These controls are designed to restrict
position and salary growth and ensure that agencies spend money
according to budget categories specified in legislative appropriation bills.
For example, state agencies subject to State Personnel Board (SPB) position
control must obtain State Personnel Board approval to increase the size of a
division’s staff and must obtain legislative approval in the form of an
increase in the number of positions authorized in the appropriation bill
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paid with general or special funds.  Also, most state agencies are subject to
pre-audit of expenditures by the Department of Finance and
Administration (DFA), which monitors agencies’ budget balances by major
object (e.g., salaries and benefits, travel).

The IHL administrative office and the universities are exempt from
these restrictions.  MISS. CODE ANN. Section 25-9-107 exempts IHL from
SPB position controls that otherwise would restrict the number, type, and
salaries of staff positions.  Appropriations for the universities and the IHL
administrative office do not restrict the number of positions created or
maintained by the universities or the administrative office.  Further, DFA
has not monitored IHL expenditures by major object as it does for other
state agencies.  This is attributable to the fact that the Legislature
appropriates to IHL in a lump-sum, without major object of expenditure
restrictions, and that DFA has historically allowed IHL to draw down
monthly allotments from the Treasury as if it were an institution of higher
learning, without providing an explanation of how these funds are to be
spent.  Recently, on March 12, 1996, the Department of Finance and
Administration informed IHL that in the future it would be required to
document its uses of funds.  This practice is supported by the language of
MISS. CODE ANN. Section 7-9-41, which allows certain institutions to make
monthly lump-sum draws from the treasury when the need for funds is
documented in a manner acceptable to the Department of Finance and
Administration.

In addition to IHL, the State Board for Community and Junior
Colleges, the Legislature, and the Judiciary are exempt from certain of the
controls mentioned above (specifically, SPB oversight, and in the case of the
Legislature, appropriation by major object).    However, with the exception
of IHL, no entity supported by legislative appropriation is exempt from all of
these restrictions.

In the absence of controls typically exerted by SPB, DFA, and through
legislative appropriation language, IHL and the universities operate with
greater flexibility than is afforded most other state agencies.

MTAG and MESG May Have Warranted Additional Positions,
but IHL Did Not Document Such

Although the privatization of the Guarantee Agency in October 1994
did not increase the workload of the general-fund-supported Student
Financial Aid Division, the financial aid workload at IHL’s central office
increased to some extent during the last quarter of fiscal year 1995, when
the Legislature created a new general-fund-supported financial aid
program (see discussion on page 18).  IHL’s FY 1996 MTAG and MESG
responsibilities and a projected increase in the number of other financial
aid recipients for fiscal year 1996 might have created a need for some
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portion of the increase in staffing from six in September 1994 to thirteen in
December 1995.

However, as noted above, IHL management has not systematically
studied staffing needs in relation to the previous and current financial aid
workload and therefore cannot provide a detailed justification for its
December 1995 staffing level.  Also, because the bulk of the work in
administering MTAG loans is carried out at the university and college level
where applications are received and processed, IHL’s MTAG work load
should justify only a limited increase in staffing.

Increases in Other Administrative Expenditures

Contractual Services Expenditures Increased over
One Hundred Percent from FY 1993 to FY 1995

The Student Financial Aid Division’s general and special fund
contractual service expenditures increased $213,013, or 117%, from FY 1992
to FY 1995.  The major difference in expenditures between the two years
consisted of:

• at least $157,011 in contractual funds for a computerized loan
management system which IHL managers later decided not to
use.  The new system’s capabilities did not meet Student Financial
Aid needs, such as bill collecting.  IHL management spent $92,070
from the Student Financial Aid Special Fund and $64,941 from
general funds during fiscal year 1995 for software, consulting and
training.  (Along with $14,741 in hardware expenditures listed on
page 16 and an additional $4,447 in software, IHL management
spent at least $176,199 for the system.)  IHL’s former
Commissioner reported to the Central Data Processing Authority
(now known as the Department of Information Technology
Services) that the computerized loan management system was
appropriate and was a sole source purchase despite the fact that
Student Financial Aid staff had not completed an analysis of
various systems to determine which would best meet their needs.

• $20,860 in FY 1995 general fund payments to the Mississippi
Department of Information Technology Services to consult on
maintenance of existing software and conversion to newly
purchased loan management software.  IHL staff is currently
using its old loan management system and is contracting with ITS
to upgrade the old system to take advantage of newer technology.
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The major special fund contractual services expenditure from the
Consolidated Loan/Scholarship Trust Fund each year is the amount paid
for the operating and program expenses of the Southern Regional
Education Board (SREB).  In addition to payments for individual students’
grants included in IHL’s “Subsidies, Loans, and Grants” expenditures,
IHL’s contractual payment toward SREB’s operating and program
expenses was $135,000 in fiscal years 1992 to 1995 and was $141,750 in fiscal
year 1996.  (As ratified and approved in MISS. CODE ANN. Section 37-135-1,
Mississippi signed a compact with other southern states in 1948 to provide
services and facilities for the graduate, professional, and technical
education of students.  As a part of the compact, Mississippi provides funds
for scholarships and loans to Mississippi students and makes payments to
SREB for the establishment, acquisition, operation, and maintenance of
regional educational institutions.)

Expenditure Increases Also Occurred in Capital Outlay
and Commodities Categories

Capital outlay purchases also contributed to the increase in general
fund expenditures in fiscal year 1995.  IHL management spent $39,380 in
general funds on data processing equipment during that year, including:

• $18,312 for seven personal computers for use by former Guarantee
Agency employees;

• at least $14,741 on computer hardware to be used with the loan
management system which IHL management decided not to use
after purchase, discussed on page 15.  IHL employees, including
Student Financial Aid personnel, use the computer equipment for
general agency purposes such as accessing Internet and e-mail.

As shown in Exhibit 3 on page 8, the majority of equipment
purchases from Student Financial Aid budgets occurred in fiscal years 1993
and 1995.  In fiscal year 1993, IHL purchased equipment with Student
Financial Aid funds which has been used by all central office staff,
including Student Financial Aid staff.  The Student Financial Aid
administration budget during FY 1993 was funded with general funds and
Education Enhancement Funds earmarked by the Legislature for Student
Financial Aid.  However, IHL staff purchased $36,835 in computer
equipment from that budget to be used as the file server for common
software of all IHL central office employees.  (PEER does not question the
cost-benefit of IHL’s equipment purchases for Student Financial Aid and
other IHL staff.)

General fund expenditures for commodities increased steadily from
fiscal year 1992 to fiscal year 1995, due primarily to an increase in printing
and binding costs from $4,325 in FY 1992 to $32,800 in FY 1995.  According
to Student Financial Aid managers, printing costs increased because the
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number of loan and scholarship recipients increased during the period,
causing an increased interest in printed materials on student financial aid
programs.
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Enforcement of Residence Requirements

Have administrators of MTAG and MESG programs assured consistent
compliance with four-year residence requirements?

No.  Although PEER found no evidence of any widespread attempt by
grant recipients to circumvent the residence requirements, MTAG and
MESG program administrators have awarded grants without proof that
students were actually four-year residents of Mississippi. The grant
application form does not elicit specific four-year residence information, the
Post-secondary Board has not developed specific residence verification
procedures for institutions’ use; and, individual colleges and universities
do not consistently require proof of four-year residence.

State Law Requires  MTAG and MESG Grant Recipients
to be Four-Year Residents of the State

In 1995, the Mississippi Legislature established two new grant
programs:  the Mississippi Resident Tuition Assistance Program (MTAG)
and the Mississippi Eminent Scholars Program (MESG).  MTAG and
MESG provide tuition assistance for Mississippi residents attending state
institutions of higher learning, public community and junior colleges, and
accredited nonprofit colleges and universities in Mississippi.  The grants
are not based on financial need of the recipient, but are for all eligible
students whose family income level does not allow them to qualify for full
federal aid.

MISS. CODE ANN. Sections 37-106-29 and 37-106-31 require a
Mississippi resident seeking MTAG or MESG financial assistance to be a
resident of the state for four years prior to obtaining the grant.  These
sections require that residence will be determined as set forth in MISS.
CODE ANN. Section 37-103-1 to 37-103-29 (see Appendix C, page 29, for a
summary of the statutory definition of residence.  See Appendix D, page 31,
for further description and requirements of the MTAG and MESG grant
programs.)

MISS. CODE ANN. Section 37-106-29 (1) makes the Post-secondary
Education Financial Assistance Board responsible for the development and
implementation of MTAG and MESG programs.  IHL employees serve as
the director and staff for the Post-secondary Board and therefore are
responsible for carrying out enforcement of the four-residence requirement.
CODE Section 37-106-29 (2) requires that the “college or university shall
approve grants to. . .Mississippi residents who meet the general
requirements for student eligibility.”  Accordingly, the granting institution
shares responsibility with the Post-secondary Board for upholding the
statutory requirements.
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MTAG and MESG Programs Lack Effective
Residence Verification Methods

Although the statutes authorize the Post-secondary Board to manage
the MTAG and MESG programs, the Post-secondary Board’s rules and
regulations do not ensure institutions’ verification of applicant’s four-year
residence in Mississippi.  The Post-secondary Board has not:

-- designed a grant application form which elicits specific four-
year residence information; and,

-- developed specific residence verification procedures for
institutions’ use.

Application Form Does Not Elicit Specific
Four-Year Residence Information

The MTAG and MESG grant application which IHL staff prepared
and distributed for FY 1996 asked for the date on which applicants had
become legal residents of the state.  The “Terms and Conditions” section of
the application form includes the four-year residence requirement.
However, the portion of the form which applicants must complete does not
specifically ask applicants whether they have been legal residents of the
state for the four years immediately preceding the date of application.  As a
result, an applicant who had been born in Mississippi, moved away, and
recently returned to the state could truthfully answer that he or she had
become a legal resident at birth.  This would imply to IHL that he or she
had been a legal resident continuously since birth.

The Board Has Not Developed Specific Residence Verification
Procedures for Institutions’ Use

The Post-secondary Board and Board of Trustees of State Institutions
of Higher Learning adopted rules and regulations for administering
MTAG and MESG grants on April 19 and April 20, 1995, respectively.  With
regard to residence, the regulations state that an applicant “must be a
current legal resident of Mississippi (no less than four years immediately
preceding award year).”  The regulations further state that determination
of residence is set forth in MISS. CODE ANN. Sections 37-103-1 through 37-
103-29, which primarily provide definitions of residence for admissions and
tuition purposes, as shown in Appendix C, page 29.  (MISS. CODE ANN.
Section 37-106-29(4)(c) states that residence for MTAG grants shall be
“determined in the same manner as resident status for tuition purposes” as
stated in Sections 37-103-1 through 37-103-29.)  The Post-secondary Board’s
rules and regulations also state that institutions are required to maintain
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“documents supporting initial eligibility of recipients. . .(including High
School Transcript, proof of Residence, etc.)” for five years.

The Post-secondary Board’s rules and regulations do not provide
specific procedures for institutions to use in verifying four-year residence of
MTAG and MESG applicants.  An informational “Question and Answer”
document which IHL staff distributed to institutions’ financial aid staffs
did not specify the types of documents which institutions should use to
verify residence (other than a federal financial aid application) and
delegated decisions on residence determination to individual institutions:

. . .There are many forms of proof that are acceptable and the
decision for certification will be left with the institution.
However, one acceptable source will be the applicant’s
response on the Student Aid Report in which the applicant lists
the state of residence and the date that status began.

Some institutions’ student loan personnel surveyed by PEER stated that
IHL had informed them that self-reported information on the federal
Student Aid Report would be sufficient documentation of four-year
residence for the MTAG and MESG grants.

The board’s failure to operationally define or describe steps to be
taken or documents to be reviewed in verifying residence is inconsistent
with practices used in awarding other types of grants administered by
IHL’s Student Financial Aid Division.  For programs such as the Graduate
Teacher Summer Loan/Scholarship Program, IHL requires documentation
such as copies of drivers’ licenses, home ownership agreements, and motor
vehicle registration.

Individual Institutions Do Not Consistently Require
Proof of Four-Year Residence

Even though IHL staff has delegated responsibility for verifying four-
year residence to individual educational institutions, these individual
institutions do not consistently require MTAG and MESG applicants to
submit documentation of their four-year Mississippi residence.   According
to responses to PEER’s survey of thirty-six colleges, universities and branch
facilities which award MTAG and MESG grants, over half of the
institutions rely on the students’ unverified assertions of residence on a
federal financial aid form which must be completed as a condition of the
grants.  The other institutions stated that in addition to the federal financial
aid form they also routinely reviewed transcripts as a means of verifying
residence.  However, for non-traditional students who do not attend college
immediately after high school, transcripts are not a means of proving
periods of residence for years after high school.  A few colleges claimed that
they reviewed other forms of documentation for residence verification
purposes, such as driver’s licenses.  However, none of the colleges had
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procedures in place to require documentation for each of the four years of
required residence to qualify for MTAG and MESG grants.

Despite Residence Verification Problems, PEER
Found No Widespread Program Abuse

The effect of the Post-secondary Board’s and institutions’ lack of
specific residence verification procedures has been that the board has
awarded grants without proof that students were actually four-year
residents of Mississippi.  PEER conducted a scientific sample of 254
recipient files at twenty randomly-selected colleges in the state, reviewing
files in student financial aid and admissions offices on college campuses
for documentation which could verify state residence.  Admissions offices
maintained most transcripts necessary for documentation.  Few financial
aid files held any other type of residence documentation, although some
files held tax returns listing the residence of the students or their parents.
For twenty-five percent of MTAG grant recipients in the sample, college
records were insufficient to verify whether those students had actually
resided in Mississippi for four years prior to receiving the grants.  These
students might have been able to document four years of residence if
program administrators had asked them to do so.

Although many MTAG and MESG recipient files lacked sufficient
documentation to demonstrate four years of residence, PEER found
conclusive evidence in three files (1.2% of the sample) that the grant
recipient was not a four-year resident of Mississippi and, based on current
requirements of MISS. CODE ANN. Sections 37-106-29 (4) (c) and 37-106-31 (1)
(g), should not have received the grant.

-- A University of Southern Mississippi (USM) student graduated
from an Oklahoma high school in May 1993.  The student had
marked through the original date listed on her MTAG and
FAFSA applications and added her date of birth as the
beginning date of legal residence.  However, the student stated
on an undergraduate admissions application that she had
become a Mississippi resident in June 1994.

This example shows the importance of certification statements.
USM required the student to sign a statement on the admissions
application that all information was accurate and that giving
false information could make the student ineligible for
admission.  The MTAG application only asked that the student
certify that she had read and accepted all conditions of the
application.

-- A University of Mississippi student who received an MTAG
grant graduated from a New Mexico high school in May 1993.
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The student stated on the MTAG application that she had
become a Mississippi resident in May 1994.

-- A Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College student at the
Jefferson Davis campus graduated from a Louisiana high
school in 1989.  The student stated on the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid that she had become a Mississippi resident
in June 1994.

In these instances, the colleges did not make the minimal effort
needed to verify residence.  Even a cursory review of the application or
federal student aid form would have alerted college officials that the
students were not or might not be eligible.  (Staff at the University of
Southern Mississippi, for example, stated that their policy was to flag
student files when information provided on different applications
conflicted.  Other colleges stated that this was also their policy.  However,
the policy proves inadequate if the student provides consistent, but
inaccurate, residence information on both the MTAG/MESG application
and the federal aid application.)

Although PEER’s analysis did not provide evidence of any
widespread attempt by recipients to circumvent the four-year residence
requirement by completing the applications inaccurately, MTAG and
MESG administrators’ current procedures do not provide assurance that
grants are consistently awarded in compliance with the four-year residence
requirement.
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Recommendations

Administrative Expenditures

1. IHL staff should conduct a study to determine the workload of the
Student Financial Aid Division and the staffing needed to accomplish
the division’s mission.  The study should identify costs per loan
recipient for each individual financial aid program.

2. IHL should establish policies for purchasing computer equipment,
services, and software, and establish procedures for completion of a
needs analysis of the purchase.  The needs analysis should include a
study of:

• capabilities of current computer systems;

• needs of the department which will use the systems, services and
equipment under consideration;

• capabilities and characteristics of proposed purchases; and

• the manner in which proposed purchases will meet the specific
needs of the department requesting the purchase.

3. When purchasing a software system or equipment which requires
cooperation of various IHL staff and vendors for installation, IHL
management should appoint an overall project manager to ensure
communication between and cooperation of all involved and to ensure
successful completion of the project.

4. The Legislature should consider revising IHL’s Student Financial Aid
appropriation bill (which has included lump-sum appropriations) to
limit the amount which may be spent on administration of the loan
and scholarship programs to a certain percentage of the funds
appropriated.  This revision would prevent IHL from exceeding a
designated level of administrative expenditures, thus ensuring that
IHL does not spend state funds intended for financial aid on
administration.

5. IHL should report all special funds and checking accounts in its
budget requests to the Legislature, including the actual revenues to its
special funds, as required in the MBR-1 form developed by the
Legislative Budget Office.

6. The Attorney General and State Auditor should consider whether
IHL’s former Commissioner, Dr. Ray Cleere, should repay funds
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spent by IHL for a computerized loan management system which it
has not used.

Residence Verification

7. IHL staff and the Post-secondary Board should develop clear policies
outlining types of documentation to be reviewed and steps to be taken by
institutions when determining an applicant’s four-year residence,
such as:

• transcripts showing enrollment (for years during which the
applicant was 21 or older);

• home ownership agreements or apartment lease agreements;

• property tax payment documents, such as motor vehicle
registration statements, other property tax bills, and form 1098
federal information returns from mortgage companies;

• tax returns showing parent’s or student’s Mississippi address;
or,

• utility bill showing the name of parent or student with Mississippi
address.

The Post-secondary Board should distribute copies of these policies to
colleges and universities.

8. IHL staff and the Post-secondary Board should revise the
MTAG/MESG application form to:

• ask applicants specifically whether they have been legal residents
of the state for the four years immediately preceding the date of
application; and,

• strengthen the certification statement by--

-- adding language to require applicants to certify that they
understand the grant provisions that they have read; and,

-- requiring applicants to certify as to the truthfulness of the
information provided and to their understanding of the
possible penalties for providing false information.

9. The Post-secondary Board should develop procedures for conducting
annual compliance audits of grant recipient files at colleges and
universities, as required in its Rules and Regulations.  The procedures
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should require IHL staff to use scientific sampling in conducting the
audits to determine compliance rates.
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Trends in IHL Student Financial Aid-Related  Salaries and

Benefits Expenditures by Fund Sources (Student Financial

SOURCE:  PEER analysis of Institutions of Higher Learning financial reports and payroll data.

NOTES:  (1) IHL is requesting from the Legislature that $578,731 be funded from state appropriations in Fiscal Year 1997.
           (2) The Fiscal Year 1996 budget figures were included in the Fiscal Year 1997 Budget Request provided to the Legislative Budget
Committee in August 1995.
(3) The IHL Collection Services Division budget was not disclosed to the Legislature in budget requests.
(4) The Guaranty Agency special fund budget was not disclosed to the Legislature in the budget requests, although the Guaranty 
Agency employees were included as a part of the student financial aid organization charts in the division's budget requests.
(5)  State Treasury sources consisted primarily of general funds and also included $161,000 in Education Enhancement Funds 
appropriated specifically for Student Financial Aid in Fiscal Year 1993.
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Appendix B

Monthly Trends in Student Financial Aid-Related Staffing by
Source of Funding, Fiscal Year 1993 to December 1995

NOTES:  
According to the FY1997 budget request
to the Legislature, salaries of the 13
Student Financial Aid employees on staff
at December 1995 were to be paid 100%
with state general funds.  Fiscal year
1997 staffing may be affected by IHL
management’s calendar-year 1996
decision to move at least two Student
Financial Aid employees, including the
Assistant Commissioner, to another
section of IHL.

Consists primarily of general funds and
also includes $161,000 in Education
Enhancement Funds appropriated in
fiscal year 1993 for Student Financial
Aid.
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Appendix C

Summary of Legal Residence Requirements Outlined in
MISS. CODE ANN. Section 37-103-1 to 37-103-29

The legal residence requirements of MISS. CODE ANN. Section 37-103-
1 to 29 are summarized as follows:

Legal residence of father or legal custodian:  The legal residence of a
person less than twenty-one years of age is that of the father.  After the
death of the father, the residence is that of the mother.  If the parents are
divorced the residence is that of the parent who was granted custody by the
court; if custody was not granted, the residence continues to be that of the
father.

Legal residence of children of parents employed by educational
institutions:  Children of parents who are members of the faculty or staff of
any institution under the jurisdiction of the board of trustees of any junior
college in the state of Mississippi or the Board of Trustees of State
Institutions of Higher Learning may be classified as residents for the
purpose of attendance at the institution where their parents are faculty or
staff members.

Effect of removal of parents from state:  If the parents of a minor
enrolled in a college or university move their legal residence from the state
of Mississippi, the minor will immediately be classified as a nonresident
student.

Legal residence of an adult:  The residence of an adult is the place
where he or she is domiciled--that is, the place where he or she physically
resides with the intention of remaining there indefinitely or of returning
there permanently when temporarily absent.  A married person may claim
the residence status of his or her spouse, or he or she may claim
independent residence status as an adult.

Legal residence of military personnel assigned to active duty in the
state of Mississippi:  Members of the United States Armed Forces on
extended active duty and stationed within the State of Mississippi may be
classified as residents, for the purpose of attendance at state-supported
institutions of higher learning and junior colleges of the State of
Mississippi.  Resident status of military personnel will terminate upon
their reassignment of duty outside of the State of Mississippi.

Resident status of children of military personnel on extended active
duty shall be that of the military parent for the purpose of attending state-
supported institutions of higher learning and junior colleges of the State of
Mississippi during the time that the military parents are stationed in
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Appendix C (continued)

Mississippi and shall be continued through the time that they are stationed
in an overseas area with the last duty assignment within the State of
Mississippi.  Resident status of minor children shall terminate upon a
permanent change of station order of their military parents in the U. S.
outside of the State of Mississippi.

Penalty for false information: The responsibility for registering
under the proper residence status is placed on the student.  MISS. CODE

ANN. Section 37-103-27 states that any student who willfully presents false
evidence in regard to residence shall be found guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction may be fined not to exceed one hundred dollars.  In
addition, false information on the MTAG/MESG application contract by an
applicant who knowingly makes a false statement in order to receive a
grant shall be guilty of a misdemeanor punishable upon conviction and
fined up to ten thousand dollars, a prison sentence of up to one year in the
county jail, or both, and shall be required to return all monies wrongfully
obtained.
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Appendix D

Summary of MTAG and MESG Guidelines

The following guidelines summarize the primary requirements
found in MISS. CODE ANN. Sections 37-106-29 through 37-106-31 for the
Mississippi Resident Tuition Assistance Program and the Mississippi
Eminent Scholars Fund Program.

Mississippi Resident Tuition Assistance Program  (MTAG )

Under the MTAG program, educational institutions will approve
grants to full-time freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior Mississippi
residents meeting certain requirements, summarized as follows:

• Students from any Mississippi family whose prior year adjusted
gross income exceeds the maximum income allowed to qualify for
full Pell Grant eligibility and campus-based federal aid may
receive grants supplemental to the federal aid.  Total aid received
may not exceed the total cost of attendance (tuition and fees of the
applicable institution plus an allowance for room and meals and
books and materials).

• Junior and senior-level students may receive up to $1,000 per year,
and freshmen and sophomores may receive up to $500 per year for
tuition, rooms and meals, books, and materials fees.

• Students must meet specific minimum graduation and grade
requirements outlined in the law, generally, to have successfully
completed high school or other listed alternative with a minimum
grade point average of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale and a minimum score of 15
on the American College Test.

• Students or their parents must have resided in Mississippi for no
less than four years preceding the award.

• Students must make steady progress toward a degree in order to
continue to receive the grant.

• Students must maintain specific grade point averages to receive
future awards or to receive initial awards after entering a college
or university.

• Students must complete a Free Application for Federal Student Aid
form to determine eligibility.
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Appendix D (continued)

Mississippi Eminent Scholars Fund Program (MESG)

The Mississippi Eminent Scholars Fund Program (MESG) is for
students:

• who have been recognized by a national merit or achievement
program as a semifinalist or finalist and have obtained a 3.5 grade
point average on a 4.0 scale in high school; or,

• who have scored 1,200 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test or equivalent
on the American College Testing Program and have obtained a 3.5
grade point average on a 4.0 scale in high school; or,

• who have attended a home education program and have scored
1,200 on the SAT or equivalent on the ACT; and,

• have been certified by the college or university as a Mississippi
Eminent Scholar.

MESG recipients must also:

• have resided or have parents who have resided in Mississippi for
no less than four years preceding the award;

• have enrolled as a first-time-in-college student;

• have maintained certain grade point averages for renewal; and,

• maintain continuous enrollment or refund the previous MESG
grants received plus interest.

 MESG recipients may receive up to $2,500 per year for tuition and fees.
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Agency Response

The response of the Board of Trustees of State Institutions of Higher
Learning to this report consisted of twelve pages of comments regarding
PEER’s recommendations and eight supporting exhibits.  Due to the total
length of the response (sixty-nine pages), the Joint Legislative PEER
Committee voted to include a synopsis of IHL’s response and make copies of
the entire response available to interested parties on request.

The following  pages present a recap of each PEER recommendation,
followed by a synopsis of IHL’s response to the recommendations.  Copies of
IHL’s full response may be obtained by writing to PEER’s Records
Coordinator (Post Office Box 1204, Jackson, Mississippi, 39215-1204) or
calling PEER’s Records Coordinator at (601) 359-1226.

Administrative Expenditures

PEER Recommendation #1:  IHL staff should conduct a study to determine
the workload of the Student Financial Aid Division and the staffing needed
to accomplish the division’s mission.  The study should identify costs per
loan recipient for each individual financial aid program.

Synopsis of IHL’s Response:  IHL is supportive of this
recommendation.  IHL states that the start-up of MTAG/MESG
required an increase in the Student Financial Aid staff to draft the
rules, regulations, contracts, and applications; establish the data
elements for reporting purposes; create database structures; establish
procedures for payments and refunds; and disseminate documents
and information through workshops for college student financial aid
officers, college registrars, and high school counselors.  IHL notes that
Student Financial Aid staff has been reduced approximately 25% since
completion of the initial implementation of MTAG/MESG.  IHL also
states that its budget request form already identifies the costs per loan
recipient for Student Financial Aid.

PEER Recommendation #2:  IHL should establish policies for purchasing
computer equipment, services, and software, and establish procedures for
completion of a needs analysis of the purchase.  The needs analysis should
include a study of:

• capabilities of current computer systems;

• needs of the department which will use the systems, services and
equipment under consideration;
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• capabilities and characteristics of proposed purchases; and,

• the manner in which proposed purchases will meet the specific needs of
the department requesting the purchase.

Synopsis of IHL’s Response:  IHL is supportive of this
recommendation.  IHL states that in November 1995 the
Commissioner established a policy requiring the Assistant
Commissioner of Technology to approve and coordinate technology
acquisitions, including computer hardware and software.  IHL
further states that it was necessary to purchase replacement
computers for Student Financial Aid staff after IHL privatized
administration of part of its student financial aid program and
transferred computers purchased with federal funds to the contractor.
In addition, IHL illustrates how computers purchased with Student
Financial Aid funds and used by both the Student Financial Aid
program and IHL general administration benefit the program.  IHL
includes estimates as to expenses that IHL would incur should it
purchase an additional computer rather than relying on its existing
computer to benefit both the program and IHL general administration.

PEER Recommendation #3:  When purchasing a software system or
equipment which requires cooperation of various IHL staff and vendors for
installation, IHL management should appoint an overall project manager
to ensure communication between and cooperation of all involved and to
ensure successful completion of the project.

Synopsis of IHL’s Response:  IHL is supportive of this
recommendation and reiterates that the Assistant Commissioner of
Technology now acts in this capacity.

PEER Recommendation #4:  The Legislature should consider revising
IHL’s Student Financial Aid appropriation bill (which has included lump-
sum appropriations) to limit the amount which may be spent on
administration of the loan and scholarship programs to a certain
percentage of the funds appropriated.  This revision would prevent IHL
from exceeding a designated level of administrative expenditures, thus
ensuring that IHL does not spend state funds intended for financial aid on
administration.

Synopsis of IHL’s Response:  IHL opposes this recommendation.  IHL
states that a percentage limitation of the funds appropriated for the
amount which may be spent on administration of the loan/scholarship
programs would create “an unnecessary limitation.”  IHL also states
that PEER’s recommendation would “usurp the ability to create and
administer new programs as the need arises during the fiscal year
which was the legislative intent of the Omnibus Loan or Scholarship
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Act of 1991.”  IHL concludes by stating that although staffing costs are
determinable, other administrative costs remain “unpredictable.”

PEER Recommendation #5:  IHL should report all special funds and
checking accounts in its budget requests to the Legislature, including the
actual revenues to its special funds, as required in the MBR-1 form
developed by the Legislative Budget Office.

Synopsis of IHL’s Response:  IHL is supportive of this
recommendation.  IHL states that implementation of this
recommendation will begin with its FY 1998 budget request.

PEER Recommendation #6:  The Attorney General and State Auditor
should consider whether IHL’s former Commissioner, Dr. Ray Cleere,
should repay funds spent by IHL for a computerized loan management
system which it has not used.

Synopsis of IHL’s Response:  IHL disagrees with this
recommendation.  IHL states that Dr. Cleere made the decision [to
purchase the computerized loan management system--i.e., Banner] in
consultation with then-Associate Commissioner of Finance and
Planning that the system purchased was adequate for Student
Financial Aid needs.  IHL later determined that programming
modifications necessary to make the system usable by Student
Financial Aid would be too expensive and would require additional
manpower to maintain.  IHL states that the former Commissioner
made the decision to purchase Banner based on his intent that all
software used by the IHL administrative office and the universities
have the ability to interface so that data could be exchanged directly,
and that no other alternatives were considered.  IHL asserts that the
former Commissioner made these decisions “within the course and
scope of his official duties as Commissioner of Higher Education.”

Residence Verification

PEER Recommendation #7:  IHL staff and the Post-secondary Board should
develop clear policies outlining types of documentation to be reviewed and
steps to be taken by institutions when determining an applicant’s four-year
residence, such as:

• transcripts showing enrollment (for years during which the applicant
was 21 or older);

• home ownership agreements or apartment lease agreements;
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• property tax payment documents, such as motor vehicle registration
statements, other property tax bills, and form 1098 federal information
returns from mortgage companies;

• tax returns showing parent’s or student’s Mississippi address; or,

• utility bill showing the name of parent or student with Mississippi
address.

The Post-secondary Board should distribute copies of these policies to
colleges and universities.

Synopsis of IHL’s Response:  IHL differs with this recommendation.
IHL states that the MTAG/MESG application/contract were never
intended to be a stand alone document.  IHL explains that applicants
are required to complete a Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) form as well as various admissions documents, all of which
could be used by university financial aid offices to verify residence.
IHL further states that institutions, by statute and/or by policy, already
have procedures in place as to the definition of residency and
documents acceptable to prove residency for admissions and other
purposes (e.g. other financial aid, athletic scholarships).  IHL asserts
that the Post-Secondary Financial Assistance Board’s policies require
institutions to maintain documentation relevant to awards of
MTAG/MESG grants and to sign a certification statement indicating
institutions’ reviews of documents to support award decisions.

PEER Recommendation #8:  IHL staff and the Post-secondary Board should
revise the MTAG/MESG application form to:

• ask applicants specifically whether they have been legal residents of the
state for the four years immediately preceding the date of application;
and,

• strengthen the certification statement by--

--adding language to require applicants to certify that they understand
the grant provisions that they have read; and,

--requiring applicants to certify as to the truthfulness of the information
provided and to their understanding of the possible penalties for
providing false information.

Synopsis of IHL’s Response:  IHL differs with this recommendation.
IHL states that the Post-Secondary Board already requires evidence of
continuous residency for four years preceding the award and that
institutions are already mandated to review documentation to verify
residence by virtue of being required to certify the information on the
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contract/application.  IHL further states that the MTAG/MESG
application already clearly states in a prominent manner the four-year
residence requirement and the penalties for providing false
information and that the applicant is already required to sign a
statement certifying to his/her understanding and acceptance of the
residency requirement and other terms and conditions.

PEER Recommendation #9:  The Post-secondary Board should develop
procedures for conducting annual compliance audits of grant recipient files
at colleges and universities, as required in its Rules and Regulations.  The
procedures should require IHL staff to use scientific sampling in
conducting the audits to determine compliance rates.

Synopsis of IHL’s Response:  IHL is supportive of this
recommendation.  IHL states that it has already developed draft
compliance audit procedures which are being reviewed by auditors
and legal staff.  IHL’s first compliance audit is scheduled for June
1996.
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